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What It Could Be…?
e
Haven for Wildlif

Biodiverse Garden Space

Cycle Store
Outdoor Seating

Flexible Space?

Cafe/Multi-Use Space

Pods!

Whitley Road

Bike
Workshop?

Entrance

Pods Flexible Meeting/
Relax Zone

Ground Floor - The Bustling Hub!

This area is fun and colourful with
coast-inspired pods made from
recycled timber that give acoustic
privacy and make for a cosy meeting
or gathering space. Any other ideas
for cosy pods?

Studios

Flexible Creative Space

Existing Toilets
& Lift

First Floor - The Creative Space!

Room Dividers/Movable Walls

Sustainability Strategies
A central mission for the new building
is to be as sustainable as possible. This
is to make us a good example of reusing & upgrading existing buildings,
but also so we can be true to our vision
for this to be a Community Ecohub. The
aim is to support learning and activities
that give everyone locally the tools
they need to help ﬁght Climate Change
and prepare us for the future.

Maximise Natural

ws and rooﬂights
Light: Large windo

We need to make the space as ﬂexible as possible.
There are a few ways to do this: Smaller panels on
wheels can be used to quickly divide space visually
but will have limited acoustic dampening. Using
quilted materials will help. Commercial movable
walls are available which oﬀer better acoustic
performance however these are much more
expensive and will only allow one layout option…
Any other ideas?

Reduce energy us
e through intellige
nt controls and op
eration.

Recycled and natural materials

high eﬃciency
New green roof &

s
photovoltaic panel

Maximise insulatio
n: New

Eco-Enhancements!

roof & external wa
ll insulation?
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2nd Floor - Business/Community
Space & Winter Garden!
Winter
Garden

We can make a Winter Garden
with relatively low cost by
creating a pergola structure over
the ﬁrst ﬂoor ﬂat roof area. This
could be covered with
polycarbonate sheeting which
allows plenty of light through
but insulates a bit as well. This
will create a warm pocket of air
and shelter that will make a very
pleasant outdoor space.
We might even be able to put
containers here with plenty of
plants including meadow
planting that would attract birds/
butterﬂies. Fruit/vegetable in
containers are also a possibility?
There will also be enough space
for places to sit. Any other ideas?

The winter garden would oﬀer a valuable outdoor space space at the upper
levels for building users and the greenery would transform the look of the
building from the street.

